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swaths of differently textured sea-floor fabric to
the east and west of the lineament (Fig. 3). The
geometry of the two features suggests that they
form a pair of an extinct ridge (on the African
side) and a pseudofault (on the South American
side), created by a northward ridge propagation
episode between ~100 and 83 Ma. An absolute
hot spot–based plate reconstruction using the
rotation parameters from O’Neill et al. (10) in-
dicates that the Cardno hot spot (Fig. 3) may
have been situated not far north of the northern
tip of the ridge propagator, where it abuts the
Bodo Verde Fracture Zone; this is where the
propagator came to a halt. These observations
conform with the inference that ridges have a
tendency to propagate toward hot spots/plumes
and that propagation events and resulting spread-
ing asymmetries are frequently contained within
individual spreading corridors bounded by FZs
(11). The existence of major previously unknown
ridge propagation events will also be relevant for
interpretingmarinemagnetic anomaly sequences
during the Cretaceous Normal Superchron on
conjugate ridge flanks (12).
One of the most important uses of this new

marine gravity field will be to improve the esti-
mates of sea-floor depth in the 80% of the oceans
having no depth soundings. The most accurate
method of mapping sea-floor depth uses a mul-
tibeam echosounder mounted on a large research
vessel. However, even after 40 years of mapping
by hundreds of ships, one finds that more than
50% of the ocean floor is more than 10 km away
from a depth measurement. Between the sound-
ings, the sea-floor depth is estimated frommarine
gravity measurements from satellite altimetry
(13). This method works best on sea floor where
sediments are thin, resulting in a high correla-
tion between sea-floor topography and gravity
anomalies in the 12-km–to–160-km wavelength
band. The shorter wavelengths are attenuated
because of Newton’s inverse square law, whereas
the longer wavelengths are partially cancelled by
the gravity anomalies caused by the isostatic
topography on the Moho (13). The abyssal hill
fabric created during the sea-floor spreading
process has characteristic wavelengths of 2 to
12 km, so it is now becoming visible in the ver-
tical gravity gradient (VGG) models, especially
on the flanks of the slower-spreading ridges
(14). Additionally, seamounts between 1 and 2 km
tall, which were not apparent in the older gravity
models, are becoming visible in the new data.
As CryoSat-2 continues to map the ocean sur-
face topography, the noise in the global marine
gravity field will decrease. Additional analysis
of the existing data, combined with this steady
decrease in noise, will enable dramatic improve-
ments in our understanding of deep ocean tec-
tonic processes.
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Chiral nanophotonic waveguide
interface based on spin-orbit
interaction of light
Jan Petersen, Jürgen Volz,* Arno Rauschenbeutel*

Controlling the flow of light with nanophotonic waveguides has the potential of
transforming integrated information processing. Because of the strong transverse
confinement of the guided photons, their internal spin and their orbital angular
momentum get coupled. Using this spin-orbit interaction of light, we break the mirror
symmetry of the scattering of light with a gold nanoparticle on the surface of a
nanophotonic waveguide and realize a chiral waveguide coupler in which the handedness
of the incident light determines the propagation direction in the waveguide. We control
the directionality of the scattering process and can direct up to 94% of the incoupled
light into a given direction. Our approach allows for the control and manipulation of
light in optical waveguides and new designs of optical sensors.

T
he development of integrated electronic cir-
cuits laid the foundations for the informa-
tion age, which fundamentally changed
modern society. During the past decades,
a transition from electronic to photonic in-

formation transfer took place, and nowadays,
nanophotonic circuits and waveguides promise
to partially replace their electronic counterparts
and to enable radically new functionalities (1–3).
The strong confinement of light provided by such
waveguides leads to large intensity gradients on
thewavelength scale. In this strongly nonparaxial
regime, spin and orbital angular momentum of

light are no longer independent physical quan-
tities but are coupled (4, 5). In particular, the spin
depends on the position in the transverse plane
and on the propagation direction of light in the
waveguide—an effect referred to as spin-orbit in-
teraction of light (SOI). This effect holds great
promises for the investigation of a large range of
physical phenomena such as the spin-Hall effect
(6, 7) and extraordinary momentum states (8)
and has been observed for freely propagating light
fields (9, 10) in the case of total internal reflection
(11, 12), in plasmonic systems (13–15), and for
radio frequency waves in metamaterials (16). Re-
cently, it has been demonstrated in a cavity-
quantum electrodynamics setup in which SOI
fundamentally modifies the coupling between a
single atom and the resonator field (17).
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tibeam echosounder mounted on a large research
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gravity measurements from satellite altimetry
(13). This method works best on sea floor where
sediments are thin, resulting in a high correla-
tion between sea-floor topography and gravity
anomalies in the 12-km–to–160-km wavelength
band. The shorter wavelengths are attenuated
because of Newton’s inverse square law, whereas
the longer wavelengths are partially cancelled by
the gravity anomalies caused by the isostatic
topography on the Moho (13). The abyssal hill
fabric created during the sea-floor spreading
process has characteristic wavelengths of 2 to
12 km, so it is now becoming visible in the ver-
tical gravity gradient (VGG) models, especially
on the flanks of the slower-spreading ridges
(14). Additionally, seamounts between 1 and 2 km
tall, which were not apparent in the older gravity
models, are becoming visible in the new data.
As CryoSat-2 continues to map the ocean sur-
face topography, the noise in the global marine
gravity field will decrease. Additional analysis
of the existing data, combined with this steady
decrease in noise, will enable dramatic improve-
ments in our understanding of deep ocean tec-
tonic processes.
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ings, the sea-floor depth is estimated frommarine
gravity measurements from satellite altimetry
(13). This method works best on sea floor where
sediments are thin, resulting in a high correla-
tion between sea-floor topography and gravity
anomalies in the 12-km–to–160-km wavelength
band. The shorter wavelengths are attenuated
because of Newton’s inverse square law, whereas
the longer wavelengths are partially cancelled by
the gravity anomalies caused by the isostatic
topography on the Moho (13). The abyssal hill
fabric created during the sea-floor spreading
process has characteristic wavelengths of 2 to
12 km, so it is now becoming visible in the ver-
tical gravity gradient (VGG) models, especially
on the flanks of the slower-spreading ridges
(14). Additionally, seamounts between 1 and 2 km
tall, which were not apparent in the older gravity
models, are becoming visible in the new data.
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∞L 6= ∞R



∞R

right-moving photon

open
boundariesfiber

‘Chiral' Quantum Optics

∞L = 0;∞R

✓ ‘chiral’ atom-light interface:
broken left-right symmetry

‘chirality' ~ open quantum system

• photons never return /  
are never reflected

• carry away entropy



‘Chiral' Photon-Mediated Interactions

open
boundariesfiber

✓ ‘chiral’ interactions

broken left-right symmetry

atoms only talk to atoms on the right



Quantum Optical Master Equation

open
boundariesfiber

• We integrate the photons out as ‘quantum reservoir’ 
in Born-Markov approximation

• Master equation for reduced dynamics:  
density operator of atoms

Ω̇ =° i

fl
£
Hsys,Ω

§
+LΩ

Theory



1. ‘Bidirectional’ Master Equation

• Master equation: symmetric

≠

open
boundaries

˙Ω = °i [H
sys

+∞sin(k|x
1

°x
2

|)(æ+
1

æ°
2

+æ+
2

æ°
1

),Ω]

+2∞
X

i , j=1,2

cos(k|xi °x j |)(æ°
i Ωæ

+
j °

1

2

{æ+
i æ

°
j ,Ω}).

1D dipole-dipole

collective spontaneous emission

“Dicke" master equation for 1D: D E Chang et al 2012 New J. Phys. 14 063003

≠

driven atoms

Theory



2.’Cascaded’ Master Equation

• Master equation: unidirectional

Ω̇ =LΩ ¥°i (HeffΩ°ΩH †
eff)+æΩæ

†

Heff = H1 +H2 ° i
∞

2

°
æ+

1æ
°
1 +æ+

2æ
°
2 +2æ+

2æ
°
1
¢

æ=æ°
1 +æ°

2

≠

open
boundaries

• non-Hermitian effective Hamiltonian
Lindblad form

• quantum jump operator: collective
C.W. Gardiner, PRL 1993; 
H. Carmichael, PRL 1993

positions of the atoms does not matter• general case: N atoms, chiral H. Pichler et al., PRA 2015

CW GardinerH Carmichael



≠

drive

open
boundaries

✓ ‘chiral’ photon-mediated interactions
✓ laser driving

Driven-dissipative quantum many-body system

✓open quantum system

Our Model System:  
‘Chiral' Many-Body Quantum Optics



Markovian Quantum Network Theory

many-body  
quantum system

quantum 
reservoir

drive
fiber

in/out

• Dynamics: Master equation

Many body Quantum Optics

validity …

• Steady state:

Born-Markov Approximation



many-body  
quantum system

quantum 
reservoir

drive
fiber

in/out

!

Engineer system-reservoir coupling!

pure & (interesting) entangled state
(dark state of dissipative dynamics)

• Dynamics: Master equation • Steady state:

Many body Quantum Optics

validity …

Markovian Quantum Network Theory



∞Rdrive

≠

∞L

17

Dynamics of spins coupled to a chiral waveguide

• Distance commensurate with 
photon wavelength

• Equal Rabi frequencies and 
staggered detunings

Special case:

Purely dissipative Dicke modelFor

d
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≠

Two-Level Atoms with ‘Chiral' Waveguide Coupling

• Unique, pure steady state:

• Note: only for N even Entanglement by Dissipation

• Quantum Dimers

singlet fraction

product of pure quantum 
spin-dimers

singlet / EPR

entropy carried 
away

open
boundaries



N even: cascaded

• Iterative solution from left to right:     

∞L

≠

K. Stannigel et al. NJP (2012) 19

destructive quantum interference



≠

Dark manifold

Dark state pumping
No output on the right!

• Iterative solution from left to right:     

N spins? Consider cascaded case first ∞L

20



≠

No output on 
the right!

Dark state No input from 
the left

• Iterative solution from left to right:    

N even: cascaded ∞L

21

quantum interference: no light



≠

No output on 
the right!

Dark state No input from 
the leftNo output on 

the right!

Dark state

• Iterative solution from left to right:     

N even: cascaded ∞L

22



≠

• Iterative solution from left to right:     

constant “purification 
speed"

N even: cascaded ∞L

23



≠

Last spin cannot pair up, but still 
dimers are formed 

• Iterative solution from left to right:     

N odd: cascaded ∞L

24



N even: Chiral waveguide ∞L 6= ∞R

≠

System purifies   
“as a whole"

25



N odd: chiral waveguide 

• Odd number of spins?

• Any unpaired spin destroyed the formed dimers: No dark state!

∞L 6= ∞R

≠

0 50 100 150 200
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

26
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≠

Dynamics of TLS coupled to a chiral waveguide

different classes of multi-partite entanglement. In gen-
eral, the N spins will arrange themselves in N

m

adjacent
multi-mers:

| i =
N

mO
q=1

|M
q

i , (15)

where each multi-mer |M
q

i is the superposition

|M
q

i = a |gi⌦M

q

+

X
j>l

b
jl

|Si
jl

|gi⌦M

q

�2

+

X
j>l>r>s

c
jlrs

|Si
jl

|Si
rs

|gi⌦M

q

�4

+ ..., (16)

presenting multi-partite entanglement. Here we just il-
lustrate some of the “spin cluster” states that can be dis-
sipatively prepared with these chiral spin networks, but
in Sec. ?? we analysize the general conditions in detail.
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Figure 2. Dyanmical purification of chiral networks into dif-
ferent entangled multimer states. (a) dimers with a single
chiral channel (b) quadrumers with a single chiral channel (c)
octumer with two chiral channels (d) Non-local dimers in a
single bidirectional channel. Parameters are...

Comment on Fisher Sec. ?? for a way of witnessing the
entanglement.

III. PURE DARK STEADY STATES OF
CHIRAL SPIN NETWORKS

From a quantum optics point of view, the steady states
of the driven-dissipative dynamics are pure when they
are dark states of the driven-dissipative dynamics. The
scope of this section is to analyze in detail the conditions
under which the steady states of the chiral spin networks
are dark, as well as to establish a physical interpretation

of the underlying mechanisms leading to them. In par-
ticular, we show that the conditions stated in Sec. II B
are sufficient to cool the system in such dark states and
also we solve analytically the dark states for 2,3 and 4
spins, which illustrate the most important physics. We
recall that a pure quantum state | i is a dark state if it
is

(1) annihilated by all jump operators, and

(2) invariant under the coherent part of the dynamics,
i.e. an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian.

In the explicit example of the chiral spin (4) the first
condition reads c

L

| i = c
R

| i = 0, which means that
the systems does not emit photons on both output ports
of the waveguide (hence the term “dark”). The second
conditions is fulfilled if (H

sys

+ H
L

+ H
R

) | i = E | i,
that is if the state is an eigenstate of the total Hamil-
tonian, consisting not only of the system part H

sys

but
also of the bath induced coherent parts H

L

and H
R

. In
general these two conditions can not be satisfied at the
same time, inhibiting the existence of a dark state. To
understand why and when they can be satisfied simulta-
neously it is instructive to first consider the simple ex-
ample of only two spins coupled by a chiral waveguide,
since it contains many of the essential features, and will
serve as a building block to understand larger systems.

A. Two spins coupled by a chiral waveguide

For N = 2 a direct search for dark states is pos-
sible. The dark state condition (1) restricts the dark
states to the nullspaces of c

L

and c
R

. The nullspace
of c

L

is spanned by the trivial state |ggi and the state
1p
2

(|egi � eik(x1

�x

2

) |gei), which does not emit photons
propagating to the left because of destructive interference
of the left-moving photons emitted by the two spins, an
effect well known as sub-radiance [CITE]. However this
sub-radiant state in general decays by emitting photons
propagating to the right. The nullspace of c

R

is spanned
by |ggi and 1p

2

(|egi � e�ik(x

1

�x

2

) |gei). Therefore, in
general only the state |ggi is annihilated by both jump
operators, leaving no room for a nontrivial dark state.
An exception occurs, if the distance of the two spins is
an integer multiple of the wavelength of the photons, that
is k|x

1

� x
2

| = 2n⇡ with n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Then the two
jump operators coincide c

L

= c
R

(up to an irrelevant
phase), and the common nullspace is spanned by the two
states |ggi and |Si ⌘ 1p

2

(|egi � |gei) [? ]. The so called
singlet state |Si is perfectly sub-radiant with respect to
both, photons propagating to the right and photons prop-
agating to the left. On the other hand the triplet states
|T i ⌘ 1p

2

(|egi+ |gei) and |eei are super-radiant, that is
they decay with 2(�

L

+�
R

) [See Fig. 3 and Fig. 4d)]. We
note that in the perfectly cascaded setup this condition
on the distance of the spins is not required, since then
there is only one jump operator.

purity

time

different classes of multi-partite entanglement. In gen-
eral, the N spins will arrange themselves in N

m

adjacent
multi-mers:

| i =
N

mO
q=1

|M
q

i , (15)

where each multi-mer |M
q

i is the superposition

|M
q

i = a |gi⌦M
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+

X
j>l

b
jl

|Si
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�2

+

X
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+ ..., (16)

presenting multi-partite entanglement. Here we just il-
lustrate some of the “spin cluster” states that can be dis-
sipatively prepared with these chiral spin networks, but
in Sec. ?? we analysize the general conditions in detail.
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Figure 2. Dyanmical purification of chiral networks into dif-
ferent entangled multimer states. (a) dimers with a single
chiral channel (b) quadrumers with a single chiral channel (c)
octumer with two chiral channels (d) Non-local dimers in a
single bidirectional channel. Parameters are...

Comment on Fisher Sec. ?? for a way of witnessing the
entanglement.

III. PURE DARK STEADY STATES OF
CHIRAL SPIN NETWORKS

From a quantum optics point of view, the steady states
of the driven-dissipative dynamics are pure when they
are dark states of the driven-dissipative dynamics. The
scope of this section is to analyze in detail the conditions
under which the steady states of the chiral spin networks
are dark, as well as to establish a physical interpretation

of the underlying mechanisms leading to them. In par-
ticular, we show that the conditions stated in Sec. II B
are sufficient to cool the system in such dark states and
also we solve analytically the dark states for 2,3 and 4
spins, which illustrate the most important physics. We
recall that a pure quantum state | i is a dark state if it
is

(1) annihilated by all jump operators, and

(2) invariant under the coherent part of the dynamics,
i.e. an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian.

In the explicit example of the chiral spin (4) the first
condition reads c

L

| i = c
R

| i = 0, which means that
the systems does not emit photons on both output ports
of the waveguide (hence the term “dark”). The second
conditions is fulfilled if (H

sys

+ H
L

+ H
R

) | i = E | i,
that is if the state is an eigenstate of the total Hamil-
tonian, consisting not only of the system part H

sys

but
also of the bath induced coherent parts H

L

and H
R

. In
general these two conditions can not be satisfied at the
same time, inhibiting the existence of a dark state. To
understand why and when they can be satisfied simulta-
neously it is instructive to first consider the simple ex-
ample of only two spins coupled by a chiral waveguide,
since it contains many of the essential features, and will
serve as a building block to understand larger systems.

A. Two spins coupled by a chiral waveguide

For N = 2 a direct search for dark states is pos-
sible. The dark state condition (1) restricts the dark
states to the nullspaces of c

L

and c
R

. The nullspace
of c

L

is spanned by the trivial state |ggi and the state
1p
2

(|egi � eik(x1

�x

2

) |gei), which does not emit photons
propagating to the left because of destructive interference
of the left-moving photons emitted by the two spins, an
effect well known as sub-radiance [CITE]. However this
sub-radiant state in general decays by emitting photons
propagating to the right. The nullspace of c

R

is spanned
by |ggi and 1p

2

(|egi � e�ik(x

1

�x

2

) |gei). Therefore, in
general only the state |ggi is annihilated by both jump
operators, leaving no room for a nontrivial dark state.
An exception occurs, if the distance of the two spins is
an integer multiple of the wavelength of the photons, that
is k|x

1

� x
2

| = 2n⇡ with n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Then the two
jump operators coincide c

L

= c
R

(up to an irrelevant
phase), and the common nullspace is spanned by the two
states |ggi and |Si ⌘ 1p

2

(|egi � |gei) [? ]. The so called
singlet state |Si is perfectly sub-radiant with respect to
both, photons propagating to the right and photons prop-
agating to the left. On the other hand the triplet states
|T i ⌘ 1p

2

(|egi+ |gei) and |eei are super-radiant, that is
they decay with 2(�

L

+�
R

) [See Fig. 3 and Fig. 4d)]. We
note that in the perfectly cascaded setup this condition
on the distance of the spins is not required, since then
there is only one jump operator.

time

State of many-body spin system cools / purifies to a 
pure state of spin dimers, tetramers, hexamers, …



'Chiral' Couplings & 'Chiral' Networks with …

• “photonic" wave-guides

28

• "phononic"

• spin waves [quantum spintronics]

• theory beyond Born-Markov using tDMRG techniques

Other realizations … and more insight?



�
dipole-dipole

dipole-dipoleJ

J̃

spin waveguide

• spin waveguide

'Chiral' Quantum Optics with Spin Waveguides

T. Ramos, B. Vermersch, P. Hauke, H. Pichler, and PZ, PRA 2016
T. Ramos, B. Vermersch, P. Hauke, and PZ, PRA 2016



'Chiral' Couplings with Spin Chains

• spin waveguide

map to bosons

Strong Chirality
= synthetic gauge field

©
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� ��

…
no reflection

‘Chiral’ exponential decay into the spin waveguide

chirality



Dimer formation: system + reservoir dynamics
�

chiral case

' = ⇡/6

⌦



Dimer formation: system + reservoir dynamics
�

chiral case

' = ⇡/6

real space momentum

magnons magnons

reservoir 
spins:

system: 
spins

pure quantum dimer
⌦

‘electric field in waveguide' chirality

darkness due to 
quantum interference

⌦



�

dimer dimer dimer

�

⌦

tDMRG + quantum trajectories [beyond Born-Markov]

sink sink

single trajectory

waveguide



'Wiring Up' Quantum Modules:
‘Chiral’ Quantum Circuits with Photons & Spins

‘chiral' quantum channel

...
...
...

(a)

... ...

(b)

(d)(c)

input output



'Wiring Up' Quantum Modules:
‘Chiral’ Quantum Circuits with Photons & Spins

QC1 QC2 QC3quantum information flow

‘chiral' quantum channel



Photonic Circuits: Quantum Feedback with Delays
• Model 1: two driven atoms with a delay line

• Model 2: driven atom in front of mirror = quantum feedback

≠

So far neglected

≠

H. Pichler, P.Z., PRL 2016
We use tDMRG techniques to solve for the dynamics. AL Grimsmo, PRL Aug 2015 



Conclusions

• Chiral Quantum Optics & 
Quantum Many-Body Physics

38

• Physical realization with atoms / solid state emitters + photons, 
spins, …

≠

dissipative formation of pure quantum dimers

• Theory: dynamics of chiral quantum networks with t-DMRG 
techniques / beyond Markov approximation

• 2D …

P HaukeT Ramos B VermerschH Pichler


